You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JVC KD-R621. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the JVC KD-R621 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Please read all instructions carefully before operation, to ensure your complete understanding and to obtain the best possible performance from the unit.
There are no user serviceable parts inside the unit; leave all servicing to qualified service personnel. 3. CAUTION: Visible and/or invisible class 1M laser
radiation when open. Do not view directly with optical instruments. Adjust the volume so that you can hear sounds outside the car. Driving with the volume
too high may cause an accident. [European Union only] These symbols indicate that the product and the battery with this symbol should not be disposed as
general household waste at its end-of-life. If you wish to dispose of this product and the battery, please do so in accordance with applicable national
legislation or other rules in your country and municipality. By disposing of this product correctly, you will help to conserve natural resources and will help
prevent potential negative effects on the environment and human health.
Notice: The sign Pb below the symbol for batteries indicates that this battery contains lead. Digital devices (CD/USB) produce very little noise compared with
other sources. Lower the volume before playing these digital sources to avoid damaging the speakers by the sudden increase of the output level. The NonDVD side of a "DualDisc" does not comply with the "Compact Disc Digital Audio" standard. @@@@ â· If this does not work, reset your unit.
@@Failure to observe this precaution may result in damage to the unit. @@ use a cotton swab or cloth. JVC bears no responsibility for any loss of data in
an iPod/iPhone and/or USB mass storage class device while using this System. Canceling the display demonstration Setting the clock Preparing the remote
controller About discs Basic operations Listening to the radio Listening to a disc Connecting the other external components Listening to the other external
components Listening to a USB device Listening to an iPod/iPhone Selecting a preset sound mode Menu operations Troubleshooting Using Bluetooth Â®
devices Specifications This may cause disc read errors. In this case, remove the disc and wait for the moisture to evaporate.
Temperature inside the car : If you have parked the car for a long time in hot or cold weather, wait until the temperature in the car becomes normal before
operating the unit. @@@@@@Do not install any battery other than CR2025 or its equivalent. Store the battery in a place where children cannot reach. â·
Do not recharge, short, disassemble, heat the battery, or dispose of it in a fire. â· Do not leave the battery with other metallic materials. â· Do not poke the
battery with tweezers or similar tools. â· Wrap the battery with tape and insulate when throwing away or saving it. This unit is equipped with the steering
wheel remote control function. This unit can only play the CDs with: Handling discs: Â· On the disc, or use a disc with tape stuck on it. â· Do not use any
accessories for the disc.
â· Clean from the center of the disc and move outward. â· Clean the disc with a dry silicon or soft cloth. Do not use any solvents. â· When removing discs from
this unit, pull them out horizontally. â· Remove the rims from the center hole and disc edge before inserting a disc. Discs with coloring on the recording
surface or discs that are dirty. â· You cannot play a Recordable/ReWritable disc that has not been finalized. (For the finalization process refer to your disc
writing software, and your disc recorder instruction manual. Attempt to insert using an adapter can cause malfunction. Detaches the panel When you press or
hold the following button(s).
Hold the EQ button on the main unit to enter tone level adjustment directly. "ST" lights up when receiving an FM stereo broadcast with sufficient signal
strength. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@If the signals from the FM Radio Data System preset station are not sufficient for good reception, this unit,
using the AF data, tunes in to another frequency possibly broadcasting the same programme as the original preset station is broadcasting. TA Standby
Reception allows the unit to switch temporarily to Traffic Announcement (TA) from any source other than AM. It will be applied the next time Traffic
Announcement function is turned on.
All tracks will be played repeatedly until you change the source or eject the disc. If the ejected disc is not removed within 15 seconds, it will automatically
reload into the loading slot. If the MP3/WMA disc contains many tracks, you can fast search (Â±10, Â±100) through the disc by turning the control dial
quickly. Changing the display information You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Avoid using
the USB device if it might hinder your safety driving.
@@@@@@ â· When connecting a USB cable, use the USB 2. Do not use a USB device with 2 or more partitions. @@@@@@@@ â· Connect only one
USB device to the unit at a time. @@@@@@Avoid using the iPod/iPhone if it might hinder your safety driving. @@Repeat this step until the desired track
is selected. @@You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. @@@@The song order displayed on the selection menu of this unit may
differ from that of the iPod. â· When operating an iPod/iPhone, some operations may not be performed correctly or as intended. In this case, visit the
following JVC web site: <http://www. You can select a preset sound mode suitable for the music genre.
Storing your own sound mode You can store your own adjustments in memory. FLAT = NATURAL = DYNAMIC = VOCAL BOOST = BASS BOOST = USER
= (back to the beginning) While listening, you can adjust the subwoofer level and tone level of the selected sound mode. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to adjust other
tones. The adjustments made is automatically stored and changed to "USER. W : 00 to 08 BASS / MID / TRE : Â06 to +06 The sound mode is automatically
stored and changed to "USER. If no operation is done for about 60 seconds, the operation will be canceled. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ / OFF :
Cancels. Â05 -- +05 [ 00 ] : Presets the volume adjustment level of each source (except "FM"), compared to the FM volume level. The volume level will
automatically increase or decrease when you change the source. Before adjustment, select the source you want to adjust.
LOW 55Hz / LOW 85Hz / LOW 120Hz : Frequencies lower than 55 Hz/85 Hz/120 Hz are sent to the subwoofer. oN : Activates the High Pass Filter. Low
frequenected USB device is compatible with this "NO USB" appears on the display. While playing a track, sound is The tracks have not been properly copied
into the USB device. copy sometimes interrupted.
Tracks again into the USB device, and try again. The iPod does not turn on or does not Check the connecting cable and its connection.
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Deactivate the equalizer either on this unit or the iPod/iPhone. The headphones are disconnected during playback. Check whether the connected iPod/iPhone
is compatible with this unit.
This unit can play back multi-session discs; however, unclosed sessions will be skipped while playing. â· This unit can play back files with the extension code
<. This unit can play back the files meeting the conditions below: Â Bit rate: MP3/ WMA: 8 kbps -- 320 kbps Â Sampling frequency: MP3: 48 kHz, 44. This
unit can show WMA Tag and ID3 Tag Version 1. The search function works but search speed is not constant. This unit can play back files recorded in VBR
(variable bit rate). The maximum number of characters for file/folder names vary depending on the disc format used (includes 4 extension characters--<.
@@@@Operations may be different according to the connected device. @@ â· Making a call Making a call to the last connected number from your phone.
â· Switching between handsfree and phone While talking.
Voice dialing Voice dialing is available only when the connected mobile phone has the voice recognition system. If playback does not start, operate the
Bluetooth audio player to start playback. About microphone volume: When you turn off the power of the CD receiver, the volume level changes to Normal.
@@@@@@@@Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, or iPhone may affect wireless performance. Type : Compact disc player Signal
Detection System : Non-contact optical pickup (semiconductor laser) Number of Channels : 2 channels (stereo) Frequency Response : 5 Hz to 20 000 Hz
Signal-to-Noise Ratio : 98 dB Wow and Flutter : Less than measurable limit MP3 Decoding Format (MPEG1/2 Audio Layer 3) : Max. "Made for iPod," and
"Made for iPhone" mean that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, or iPhone, respectively, and has been certified by the
developer to meet Apple performance standards. @@Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, or iPhone may affect wireless performance. .
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